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Abstract
A match sequence between two sentences of a language
consists of similarities and di�erences to represent simi�
lar parts and di�ering parts between those sentences� A
translation example is a corresponding of two sentences
in which one of them from the language La and the other
one from the language Lb� From given two translation
examples we create a match sequence for sentences of the
language La� and another match sequence for sentences
of the language Lb� From these match sequences� gen�
eral templates are learned using certain learning heuris�
tics� These heuristics replace di�erences or similarities
in the match sequences� and establish bindings between
variables to create a general template� These learned
translation templates can be used in the translation of
other sentences in both directions�
Keywords� Example�Based Machine Translation� Nat�
ural Language Processing

� Introduction
Traditional machine translation �MT	 systems require
the large�scale knowledge such as lexicons� grammar
rules� mapping rules and an ontology� Acquiring these
knowledge resources manually is a time consuming and
expensive process� For this reason� researchers have been
studying the ways of automatically acquiring some por�
tions of the required knowledge� Even in some traditional
systems 
��� some portions of the required knowledge
such as the lexicon are acquired automatically from a
corpus 
��� The technique presented here aims at acquir�
ing all required knowledge except morphological rules for
the machine translation task from sentence�level aligned
bilingual text corpora only�
EBMT� originally proposed by Nagao 
��� is one of

the main approaches of corpus�based machine transla�
tion� The main idea behind EBMT is that a given input
sentence in the source language is compared with the
example translations in the given bilingual parallel text
to �nd closest matching examples so that these exam�
ples can be used in the translation of that input sen�
tence� After �nding the closest matchings for the sen�
tence in the source language� parts of the corresponding
target language sentence are constructed using structural
equivalences and deviances in those matches� Follow�
ing Nagoa�s original proposal� several machine transla�
tion methods that utilize bilingual corpora have been
studied 
�� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� Some researchers 
�� ��
only utilized bilingual corpora to create a bilingual dic�
tionary and use it during the translation process� In
other words� they aligned bilingual corpora at word level
to �gure out corresponding words in languages� Bilin�

gual corpora is also aligned at phrase level by some other
researchers 
�� �� ��� But these correspondences be�
tween two languages are only accomplished at atomic
level� and they are used in the translation of portions
of sentences� Kaji 
� tried to learn correspondences of
English and Japanese syntactic structures from bilingual
corpora� This is similar to the work in 
� and it needs re�
liable parsers for both source and target languages� The
technique described here not only learns atomic corre�
spondences between two languages� it also learns general
templates describing structural correspondence �not syn�
tactic structure	 from bilingual corpora� Learning tech�
nique described in 
�� � is similar to the �rst learning
heuristic described in this paper�

Researchers in Machine Learning �ML	 community
have widely used exemplar�based representation� Medin
and Scha�er 
�� were the �rst researchers who proposed
exemplar�based learning as a model of human learning�
The characteristic examples stored in the memory are
called exemplars� In EBMT� translation examples should
be available prior to the translation of an input sentence�
In most of the EBMT systems� these translation exam�
ples are directly used without any generalization� Kitano

� manually encoded translation rules� however this is a
di�cult and error�prone task for a large corpus� In this
paper� we formulate the acquisition of translation rules�
which are similar to exemplars� as a machine learning
problem in order to automate this task�
The translation template learning framework pre�

sented in this paper is based on a heuristic to infer the
correspondences between the patterns in the source and
target languages from given two translation pairs� Ac�
cording to this heuristic� given two translation exam�
ples� if the sentences in the source language exhibit some
similarities� then the corresponding sentences in the tar�
get language must have similar parts� and they must be
translations of the similar parts of the sentences in the
source language� Further� the remaining di�ering con�
stituents of the source sentences should also match the
corresponding di�erences of the target sentences� How�
ever� if the sentences do not exhibit any similarities� then
no correspondences are inferred� Given a corpus of trans�
lation examples� our learning heuristics infer the corre�
spondences between the source and target languages in
the form of templates� These templates can be used for
translation in both directions�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� First�
we explain how a match sequence� which represents sim�
ilarities and di�erences in a pair of translation examples�
can be found� Then� we describe our learning heuristics�
and how our learning heuristics can be used an example�
based machine translation system� Finally� we conclude
the paper with pointers for further research�



� Match Sequence
In this section we formally describe what is a match se�
quence� Before we do that� we give other required de��
nitions �rst�
An alphabet A is a non�empty set of terminals� For

our purposes� the set of all words� su�xes� and pre�xes
in a natural language is the alphabet of that natural
language� Here� we treat terminals as the smallest indi�
visible meaningful units of a language�
A language L on an alphabet A is a non�empty �nite

set of non�empty strings on A with �nite length� In
other words� L � A� such that L is a �nite non�empty
set� and if � � L then the length of � is �nite and greater
than �� So� we treat a natural language as a �nite set of
its sentences and sentence chunks� Of course� we make
an assumption that the set of all sentences of a natural
language is �nite�
A string on A is a member of A�� If a string � is a

member of L� � is called a sentence of L� The reader will
notice that a sentence is a non�empty string with �nite
length according to the de�nitions above�
A similarity between �� and ��� where �� and �� are

two sentences of a language L� is a non�empty string �
such that �� � ��������� and �� � ���������� A simi�
larity represents a similar part between two sentences�
A di�erence between �� and ��� where �� and �� are

two sentences of a language L� is a pair of two strings
���� ��	 where �� is a substring of �� and �� is a sub�
string of ��� the same terminal cannot occur in both ��
and ��� and at least one of them is not empty� A di�er�
ence represents a pair of di�ering parts between two sen�
tences� Sometimes we will insist that both constituents
of a di�erence are not empty�
A match sequence between two sentences �� and �� of

a language L is a sequence of similarities and di�erences
between �� and �� such that the following conditions
must be satis�ed by this match sequence�

�� Concatenation of similarities and the �rst con�
stituents of di�erences must be equal ���

�� Concatenation of similarities and the second con�
stituents of di�erences must be equal ���

The order of operands in the concatenation operations
are same as their order in the match sequence� So� a
match sequence M between �� and �� is in the following
form�

M � P����Pn where each Pi is a similarity Si or
a di�erence Di � �Di��� Di��	� and n���

If we de�ne two constituent functions as follows�

Ci�� �

�
Si if Pi is a similarity Si
Di�� if Pi is a di�erence �Di��� Di��	

Ci�� �

�
Si if Pi is a similarity Si
Di�� if Pi is a di�erence �Di��� Di��	

then
�� � C������Cn��

�� � C������Cn��

An instance of a match sequence M � P����Pn is an�
other match sequence M � � P �

����P
�

m where m � n such
that C������Cn�� � �� � C�

������C
�

m�� and C������Cn�� �
�� � C �

������C
�

m��� An instance is created by separating
similarities and di�erences in a match sequence� A sim�
ilarity can be separable into two similarities if its length

is greater than �� A di�erence can be separable into two
di�erences if the length of one of its constituent is greater
than �� But a di�erence can be separable into two di�er�
ences without empty constituents if the lengths of both
of its constituents are greater than �� For our purposes�
we create instances by just separating similarities or by
just separating di�erences but not both of them at the
same time� An instance is called similarity instance if
its created by just separating di�erences� and it is called
as di�erence instance if it is created by just separating
similarities� A similarity instance will have exactly the
same similarities as the original match sequence� and a
di�erence instance will have exactly the same di�erences
as the original match sequence�
There can be more than one match sequence for a

pair of sentences� Now� we will put extra restrictions
on match sequences by the following de�nition to ensure
that two sentences have a unique match sequence or no
match sequence� A minimal match sequence is a match
sequence satisfying the following conditions�

�� A similarity cannot follow another similarity� and a
di�erence cannot follow another di�erence in a min�
imal match sequence� This means that if Pi is a
similarity in a minimal match sequence� Pi�� must
be a di�erence� and if Pi is a di�erence in a minimal
match sequence� Pi�� must be a similarity�

�� If a terminal occurs in a similarity� it cannot occur
in any di�erence�

�� If a terminal occurs in the �rst constituent of a dif�
ference� it cannot occur in the second constituent
of a prior di�erence� In other words� if a terminal
occurs in Di��� it cannot occur in Dj�� where j�i�

�� If a terminal occurs in the second constituent of a
di�erence� it cannot occur in the �rst constituent
of a prior di�erence� In other words� if a terminal
occurs in Di��� it cannot occur in Dj�� where j�i�

Although a terminal can appear in more than one simi�
larity according to the conditions above� we can observe
the following facts�

� If a terminal appears in both �� and ��� it must be
appear n times� where n��� in both sentences� Oth�
erwise� they cannot have a minimalmatch sequence�

� If a terminal appears more than once in both �� and
��� its ith occurrence in �� and its ith occurrence
in �� must end up in the same similarity of their
minimal match sequence�

For example� the minimal match sequence of the sen�
tences abcbd and ebfbg will be �a� e	b�c� f	b�d� g	� But�
sentences abcbd and ebf cannot have a minimal match
sequence because b occurs twice in the �rst sentence and
b occurs only once in the second sentence�
Now we give an important theorem about the minimal

match sequences�

Theorem � � If two sentences �� and �� have a mini�
mal match sequence� it is unique� �i�e� if it exists�there
is only one minimal match sequence for �� and ����

Proof� Let us assume that M� be a minimal match
sequence for two sentences �� and ��� andM� be another
minimal match sequence �di�erent from M�	 for these
sentences� SinceM� andM� are di�erent minimalmatch
sequences� at least one of two following cases must be
true�



�� A terminal appearing in a similarity of M� must
appear in a di�erence of M� or�

�� A terminal appearing in a di�erence of M� must
appear in a similarity of M��

In the �rst case� a same terminal must be appear in both
a similarity and a di�erence of M�� or it must appear in
both the �rst constituent of a di�erence and the second
constituent of a di�erence of M�� But� both of them
are not possible according to the de�nition of minimal
match sequence� The second case is also impossible� be�
cause the terminal in question does not appear in both
sentences� So� two sentences cannot have two di�erent
minimal match sequences� �
Now� we give an algorithm to compute a minimal

match sequence for given two sentences in Figure � and
�� This algorithm �nds a minimal sequence or it indi�
cates that there is no minimal match sequence for given
two sentences� Figure � contains the main function�
and Figure � contains an auxiliary function of the al�
gorithm� Functions minimalM with � arguments and
minimalMD with � arguments are recursive functions�
and they call each other in the computation of a minimal
match sequence� The reader will notice that the algo�
rithm tries to satisfy the conditions which are required
for minimal match sequences�

� Learning Heuristics
A translation template is an atomic or general transla�
tion template� A atomic translation template between
languages La and Lb is a pair of two sentences � � �
where � � La and � � Lb� A given translation example
will be an atomic translation template�
A general translation template between languages La

and Lb is an if�then rule in the following form�

T a � T b if X� � Y� and ��� and Xn � Yn

where n � �� T a is a string of terminals in the alpha�
bet of the language La and variables X�� ���� Xn� T b is a
string of terminals in the alphabet of the language Lb and
variables Y�� ���� Yn� and both T a and T b must contain at
least one terminal�
For example� if the alphabet of La is A �

fa� b� c� d� e� f� g� hg and the alphabet of Lb is B �
ft� u� v� w� x� y� zg� the followings are some examples of
general templates between La and Lb�

� abX�c� uY� if X� � Y�
� aX�bX�c� Y�uvY� if X� � Y� and X� � Y�
� aX�X�b� Y�vY� if X� � Y� and X� � Y�

A general template is a generalization of translation
examples� where certain components are generalized by
replacing them with variables and establishing bindings
between these variables� For example� in the �rst exam�
ple above� abX�c represents all sentences of L

a starting
with ab and ending with c where X� represents a non�
empty string on A� and uY� represents all sentences of L

b

starting with u where Y� represents a non�empty string
on B� That general template says that a sentence of La

in the form of abX�c corresponds to a sentence of Lb in
the form of uY� given that X� corresponds to Y�� If we
know that the correspondence de� vyz� the correspon�
dence abdec � uvyz can be inferred from that general
template�
A minimal match sequence between two translation ex�

amples �� � �� and �� � �� is a pair of two minimal

minimalM���� ��� f � where �� and �� are two sentences
return �minimalM���� ��� ��� g

minimalM���� ���M� f
if ���� � �� and ��� � ��� return�M��
else if ���� � ���
if �a terminal in �� appears in a Ci�� of M�
exit�no�minimal�match�sequence��

else return�M k��� �����
else if ���� � ���
if �a terminal in �� appears in a Ci�� of M�
exit�no�minimal�match�sequence��

else return�M k���� ����
else f
ft� � �rst terminal of ���
ft� � �rst terminal of ���
if �ft� � ft�� f
� �nd the longest pre�x between �� and ���
and call it similarity S�

� drop S from both �� and ���
if �a terminal in S appears in a di�erence of M�
exit�no�minimal�match�sequence��

else return�minimalM���� ���M kS��� g
else if �ft� appears in ��� f
� let �� � ���� ft� ����

where ���� does not contain ft��
if �a terminal in ���� appears in a Ci�� of M�
exit�no�minimal�match�sequence��

else return�minimalM���� ft������M k��� �������� g
else if �ft� appears in ��� f
� let �� � ���� ft� ����

where ���� does not contain ft��
if �a terminal in ���� appears in a Ci�� of M�
exit�no�minimal�match�sequence��

else return�minimalM�ft������ ���M k������ ����� g
else f
� drop ft� from ���
� drop ft� from ���
return�minimalMD���� ���M� ft�� ft���� g g g

Figure �� Minimal Match Sequence Algorithm

match sequences Ma � M b where Ma is the minimal
match sequence of �� and �� and M b is the minimal
match sequence of �� and ��� If a minimal match se�
quence exists for a pair of translation examples� it will
be unique� An instance of Ma � M b is a pair of an
instance ofMa and an instance of M b� If both instances
are similarity instances� we call the resulting instance as
a similarity instance of Ma � M b� and as a di�erence
instance of Ma � M b if both of them are di�erence
instances�

Our learning heuristics learn translation templates
from given two translation examples� To learn transla�
tion templates from given two examples� �rst a minimal
match sequence of these examples is found� then learn�
ing heuristics are applied to the instances of this mini�
mal match sequence� A learning heuristic learns a gen�
eral template by replacing similarities or di�erences with
variables in a match sequence� and establishing bindings
between these variables� In addition� a learning heuristic
can also learn atomic templates� Of course� if there is no
minimal match sequence for examples� learning heuris�



minimalMD���� ���M� d�� d�� f
if ���� � �� and ��� � ���
if �a terminal in d� appears in a Ci�� of M
or a terminal in d� appears in a Ci�� of M�
exit�no�minimal�match�sequence��

else return�M k�d�� d����
else if ���� � ���
if �a terminal in d� k�� appears in a Ci�� of M
or a terminal in d� appears in a Ci�� of M�
exit�no�minimal�match�sequence��

else return�M k�d�� d� k�����
else if ���� � ���
if �a terminal in d� k�� appears in a Ci�� of M
or a terminal in d� appears in a Ci�� of M�
exit�no�minimal�match�sequence��

else return�M k�d� k��� d����
else f
ft� � �rst terminal of ���
ft� � �rst terminal of ���
if �ft� appears in ��� f
� let �� � ���� ft� ����

where ���� does not contain ft��
if �a terminal in d� k���� appears in a Ci�� of M
or a terminal in d� appears in a Ci�� of M�

exit�no�minimal�match�sequence��
else return�minimalM���� ft������M k�d�� d� k�������� g
else if �ft� appears in ��� f
� let �� � ���� ft� ����

where ���� does not contain ft��
if �a terminal in d� k���� appears in a Ci�� of M
or a terminal in d� appears in a Ci�� of M�

exit�no�minimal�match�sequence��
else return�minimalM�ft������ ���M k�d� k����� d����� g
else f
� drop ft� from ���
� drop ft� from ���
return�minimalMD���� ���M� d� kft�� d� kft���� g g g

Figure �� Minimal Match Sequence Algorithm �cont�	

tics cannot be applied to those examples� In addition�
each learning heuristic may insist extra conditions on
minimal match sequences�

��� Replacing Di�erences with Variables
Our �rst learning heuristic tries to learn new transla�
tion templates by replacing di�erences with variables
in match sequences� and establishing bindings between
these variables� To able to apply this heuristic to the
minimal match sequence of two translation examples
E� � �� � �� and E� � �� � ��� both the minimal
match sequence of �� and �� and the minimal match se�
quence of �� and �� must contain at least one similarity
and one di�erence� and both of them cannot contain a
di�erence with empty constituent�
This heuristic can learn new templates from each simi�

larity instanceMa �M b of the minimalmatch sequence
of translation examples E� and E� satisfying the follow�
ing conditions�
�� Both Ma and M b must contain at least one similar�

ity and one di�erence� This condition will be auto�
matically satis�ed by the instance� because we insist
that the original minimal match sequence must sat�
isfy this condition�

�� Both Ma and M b cannot contain a di�erence with
empty constituent�

�� Both Ma and M b must contain n di�erences where
n � �� In other words� they must contain equal
number of di�erences�

�� Each di�erence in Ma must correspond to a di�er�
ence in M b� and a di�erence cannot correspond to
more than one di�erence in other side� Thus� we
will have n di�erence correspondings�

If we a match sequence satisfying the �rst three con�
ditions� n di�erence correspondings must be found to
satisfy the fourth condition� For example� if there are
two di�erences Da

� and Da
� in Ma� and two di�erences

Db
� and Db

� in M b� we cannot determine whether Da
�

corresponds to Db
� or D

b
� without using prior knowledge�

Now� let us assume that the corresponding of Da
� to Db

�

has been learned earlier� in this case Da
� must correspond

to Db
�� In general� if n�� correspondings of di�erences

have been learned earlier� the last two di�erences must
correspond to each other� We say that the correspond�
ing of di�erences Da � �Da

� � D
a
�	 and Db � �Db

�� D
b
�	

has been learned� if the following two atomic translation
template have been learned earlier�

Da
� � Db

�

Da
� � Db

�

Now� let us assume that the di�erences in Ma are
Da
� ������D

a
n and the di�erences inM

b are Db
�������D

b
n where

Da
i corresponds to D

b
i � In this case� �rst n�� correspond�

ings have been learned earlier� and the corresponding of
Da

n and Db
n is inferred now� The learning heuristic re�

places each Da
i with the variableXi to create MaDV ars

from Ma� and each Db
i with the variable Yi to create

M bDV ars from M b� Then� it learns the following gen�
eral template�

MaDV ars�M bDV ars

if X� � Y� and ��� and Xn � Yn

In addition� the following two atomic templates are
learned from the inferred corresponding of Da

n �
�Da

n��� D
a
n��	 and Db

n � �Db
n��� D

b
n��	�

Da
n�� � Db

n��

Da
n�� � Db

n��

��� Replacing Similarities with Variables
Our second learning heuristic tries to learn new trans�
lation templates by replacing similarities with variables
in match sequences� and establishing bindings between
these variables� To able to apply this learning heuristic
to di�erence instances of the minimal match sequence of
two translation examples� the minimal match sequence
has to contain at least one similarity and one di�erence
at both sides�
A di�erence instance Ma �M b of the minimalmatch

sequence must satisfy the following conditions so that
this learning heuristic can be applied to it�

�� Both Ma and M b must contain at least one similar�
ity and one di�erence� This condition will be auto�
matically satis�ed by the instance� because we insist
that the original minimal match sequence must sat�
isfy this condition�

�� Both Ma and M b must contain n similarities where
n � �� In other words� they must contain equal
number of similarities�



�� Each similarity in Ma must correspond to a simi�
larity in M b� and each similarity cannot correspond
to more than one similarity in other side� Thus� we
will have n similarity correspondings�

If we a match sequence satisfying the �rst three condi�
tions� n similarity correspondings must be found to sat�
isfy the fourth condition� For example� if there are two
similarities Sa

� and S
a
� inM

a� and two similarities Sb
� and

Sb
� in M b� we cannot determine whether Sa

� corresponds
to Sb

� or Sb
� without using prior knowledge� Now� let

us assume that the corresponding of Sa
� to Sb

� has been
learned earlier� in this case Sa

� must correspond to Sb
�� In

general� if n� � correspondings of similarities have been
learned earlier� the last two similarities must correspond
to each other� We say that the corresponding of similar�
ities Sa and Sb has been learned� if the following atomic
translation template has been learned earlier�

Sa � Sb

Now� let us assume that the similarities in Ma are
Sa
� ������S

a
n and the similarities in M b are Sb

�������S
b
n where

Sa
i corresponds to Sb

i � In this case� �rst n � � cor�
respondings have been learned earlier� and the corre�
sponding of Sa

n and Sb
n is inferred now� The learning

heuristic replaces each Sa
i with the variable Xi to cre�

ate MaSV ars from Ma� and each Sb
i with the variable

Yi to create M bSV ars from M b� Then� Ma
� SV ars and

Ma
� SV ars are created from MaSV ars by replacing dif�

ferences with their �rst constituents and with their sec�
ond constituents� respectively� Similarly�M b

�SV ars and
M b

�SV ars are created from M bSV ars� The learning
heuristic will infer the following �rst general template if
both Ma

� SV ars and M b
�SV ars contain at least one ter�

minal� and it will infer the second one if both Ma
� SV ars

and M b
�SV ars contain at least one terminal�

Ma
� SV ars�M b

�SV ars

if X� � Y� and ��� and Xn � Yn
Ma

� SV ars�M b
�SV ars

if X� � Y� and ��� and Xn � Yn

In addition� the following atomic template is learned
from the inferred corresponding of Sa

n and Sb
n�

Sa
n � Sb

n

� Application to Example�Based

Machine Translation
Our learning heuristics can be used in the learning of
translation templates from a given bilingual corpus for
two natural languages� To learn translation templates�
the learning heuristics should be applied to every pair of
atomic translation templates in the system� Given trans�
lation examples are also treated as atomic translation
templates� in fact learning starts from those examples�
Learning should continue until no more new templates
can be learned from atomic translation templates� The
learned translation templates can be used in the trans�
lation of other sentences in both directions�
The learning heuristics can work on surface level rep�

resentation of sentences� However� in order to generate
useful templates� it is helpful to use the lexical represen�
tation� In this case� the set of all root words� all pre�xes�
and all su�xes in a natural language is treated as the al�
phabet of that language for our purposes� So� a natural

language is treated as the set of all meaningful strings
on that alphabet� Normally� given translation examples
should be sentences of those natural languages� but they
can also be phrases in those languages� Of course� mor�
phological analyzers will be needed for both languages
to compose the lexical forms of sentences�
An example�based machine translation system using

our learning heuristics can work as follows�

�� Sets of bilingual translation examples should be
collected� Since sentences should be in the lexi�
cal representations for meaningful translation tem�
plates� the lexical representations of words in exam�
ples should be found using morphological analyzers�

�� Translation templates should be learned from these
sets of bilingual translation examples using our
learning heuristics� The learning heuristics should
be applied for every pair of atomic translation tem�
plates until no more translation templates can be
learned� At the end of this step� we will have a set
of translation templates� Words in those templates
will be in the lexical form� and these templates can
be used in both directions of translations� In this
step� a con�dence factor can also be assigned to each
translation template to indicate how good is that
translation template� To able to assign these con�
�dence factors 
��� statistical techniques based on
the information available in the sets of translation
examples can be used�

�� To translate a sentence from one language to an�
other� �rst the lexical representation of that sen�
tence is created using a morphological analyzer of
the source language� Using the learned translation
templates� possible translations of this sentence are
found� Using con�dence factors assigned to tem�
plates� solutions are sorted with respect to calcu�
lated con�dence factors of solutions� At the end� we
hope that the top results contain good translations
and the correct translation is among the top results�
After solutions are converted into surface level rep�
resentations by using the morphological analyzer of
the target language� a human expert can choose the
correct solution by just looking the top results�

To explain the behavior of our learning heuristics on
the actual natural language sentences� we give a sim�
ple learning example for translation examples between
English and Turkish� Assume that we have the transla�
tion examples �I will drink water � su i�cece�gim�
and �I will drink tea � �cay i�cece�gim� between
English and Turkish� Their lexical representations are �I
will drink water � su i�c	FUT	
SG� and �I will
drink tea � �cay i�c	FUT	
SG� where 	FUT and
	
SG denote future tense and �rst singular agreement
morphemes in Turkish� respectively� For these two exam�
ples� the minimalmatch sequence will be �I will drink
�water�tea� � �su��cay� i�c	FUT	
SG�� From this
match sequence the �rst learning heuristic learns the fol�
lowing � templates�

I will drink X� � Y� i�c	FUT	
SG

if X� � Y�
water � su

tea � �cay

In addition� the second heuristic learns the following
� templates�



X� water � su Y�
if X� � Y�

X� tea � �cay Y�
if X� � Y�

I will drink � i�c	FUT	
SG

� Conclusion
In this paper� we presented a model for learning trans�
lation templates between two languages� The most im�
portant part of this model is two learning heuristics that
are based on a simple pattern matcher� Translation tem�
plates are directly learned from sets of translation exam�
ples without using other knowledge resources such as lex�
icons� grammars� and ontology� The knowledge resources
required for this technique are sets of translation exam�
ples and morphological processors for the languages�
We believe that humans learn general sentence patters

using similarities and di�erences between many di�erent
example sentences that they are exposed to� This obser�
vation led us to idea that general sentence patterns can
be thought to a computer using learning heuristics based
on similarities and di�erences in sentence pairs� In the
sense that our mechanism is close to how the humans
learn languages from examples�
The learning technique described in this paper can be

used in an incremental manner� Initially� a set of transla�
tion templates is learned from a set of translation exam�
ples� When a new set of translation examples is available�
new translation templates can be learned from this new
set together with previously learned atomic translation
templates�
The learning heuristics are used in a example�based

machine translation system between English and Turk�
ish� In this system� we got very promising results� Al�
though in that system examples between English and
Turkish� we believe that the techniques are also applica�
ble for other language pairs� In fact� to test this claim
we have also applied this technique between English and
French using a small set of translation examples� We got
comparable results that we got for the system of English
and Turkish�
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